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QUESTION 1

You are examining the Text Analytics output of an application. 

The text analyzed is: "Our tour guide took us up the Space Needle during our trip to Seattle last week." 

The response contains the data shown in the following table. 

Which Text Analytics API is used to analyze the text? 

A. Sentiment Analysis 

B. Named Entity Recognition 

C. Entity Linking 

D. Key Phrase Extraction 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 2

DRAG DROP 

Match the Azure Cosmos DB APIs to the appropriate data structures. 

To answer, drag the appropriate API from the column on the left to its data structure on the right. Each API may be used
once, more than once, or not at all. 

NOTE: Each correct match is worth one point. 

Select and Place: 
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Correct Answer:  
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QUESTION 3

HOTSPOT 

You are building a chatbot that will provide information to users as shown in the following exhibit. 
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Use the drop-down menus to select the answer choice that completes each statement based on the information
presented in the graphic. NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

Hot Area: 

Correct Answer:  

 

QUESTION 4
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You have receipts that are accessible from a URL. 

You need to extract data from the receipts by using Form Recognizer and the SDK. The solution must use a prebuilt
model. 

Which client and method should you use? 

A. the FormRecognizerClienc client and the ScarcRecognizeConcencFromUri method 

B. the FormTrainingClienc client and the ScarcRecognizeContentFromUri method 

C. the FormRecognizerClienc client and the ScarcRecognizeReceipcsFromUri method 

D. the FormTrainingClient client and the ScarcRecognizeReceipcsFromUri method 

Correct Answer: D 

To analyze receipts from a URL, use the StartRecognizeReceiptsFromUri method 

Example code: 

private static async Task AnalyzeReceipt( 

FormRecognizerClient recognizerClient, string receiptUri) { 

RecognizedFormCollection receipts = await 

recognizerClient.StartRecognizeReceiptsFromUri(new Uri(receiptUrl)).WaitForCompletionAsync(); 

Reference: 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/applied-ai-services/form- recognizer/quickstarts/client-library 

 

QUESTION 5

Note: This question is part of a series of questions that present the same scenario. Each question in the series contains
a unique solution that might meet the stated goals. Some question sets might have more than one correct solution,
while others might not have a correct solution. 

After you answer a question in this section, you will NOT be able to return to it. As a result, these questions will not
appear in the review screen. 

You create a web app named app1 that runs on an Azure virtual machine named vm1. 

Vm1 is on an Azure virtual network named vnet1. 

You plan to create a new Azure Cognitive Search service named service1. 

You need to ensure that app1 can connect directly to service1 without routing traffic over the public internet. 

Solution: You deploy service1 and a public endpoint, and you configure an IP firewall rule. 

Does this meet the goal? 

A. Yes 
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B. No 

Correct Answer: B 

Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/private-link/private-link-overview 

 

QUESTION 6

HOTSPOT 

Select the answer that correctly completes the sentence. 

Hot Area: 

Correct Answer: 

 

 

QUESTION 7

What is used to define a query in a stream processing jobs in Azure Stream Analytics? 

A. SQL 

B. XML 

C. YAML 

D. KOL 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 8
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You need to create a visualization of running sales totals per quarter as shown in the following exhibit. 

What should you create in Cower Bl Desktop;1 

A. a waterfall chart 

B. a ribbon chart 

C. a bar chart 

D. a decomposition tree 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 9

You use the Custom Vision service to build a classifier. 

After training is complete, you need to evaluate the classifier. 

Which two metrics are available for review? Each correct answer presents a complete solution. (Choose two.) 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

A. recall 

B. F-score 

C. weighted accuracy 

D. precision 

E. area under the curve (AUC) 
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Correct Answer: AD 

Custom Vision provides three metrics regarding the performance of your model: precision, recall, and AP. 

Reference: 

https://www.tallan.com/blog/2020/05/19/azure-custom-vision/ 

 

QUESTION 10

You have an Azure loT hub that receives series data from machinery. You need to build an app that will perform the
following actions: 

1. 

Perform anomaly detection across multiple correlated sensors 

2. 

Identify the root cause of process stops. 

3. 

Send incident alerts 

The solution must minimize development time. Which Azure service should you use? 

A. Azure Metrics Advisor 

B. Form Recognizer 

C. Azure Machine teaming 

D. Anomaly Detector 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 11

You are developing the chatbot. 

You create the following components: 

1. 

A QnA Maker resource 

2. 

A chatbot by using the Azure Bot Framework SDK 
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You need to integrate the components to meet the chatbot requirements. 

Which property should you use? 

A. QnAMakerOptions.StrictFilters 

B. QnADialogResponseOptions.CardNoMatchText 

C. QnAMakerOptions.RankerType 

D. QnAMakerOptions.ScoreThreshold 

Correct Answer: C 

Scenario: When the response confidence score is low, ensure that the chatbot can provide other response options to
the customers. 

When no good match is found by the ranker, the confidence score of 0.0 or "None" is returned and the default response
is "No good match found in the KB". You can override this default response in the bot or application code calling the
endpoint. Alternately, you can also set the override response in Azure and this changes the default for all knowledge
bases deployed in a particular QnA Maker service. 

Choosing Ranker type: By default, QnA Maker searches through questions and answers. If you want to search through
questions only, to generate an answer, use the RankerType=QuestionOnly in the POST body of the GenerateAnswer
request. 

Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/cognitive-services/qnamaker/concepts/best-practices 

 

QUESTION 12

Note: This question is part of a series of questions that present the same scenario. Each question in the series contains
a unique solution that might meet the stated goals. Some question sets might have more than one correct solution,
while others might not have a correct solution. 

After you answer a question in this section, you will NOT be able to return to it. As a result, these questions will not
appear in the review screen. 

You create a web app named app1 that runs on an Azure virtual machine named vm1. 

Vm1 is on an Azure virtual network named vnet1. 

You plan to create a new Azure Cognitive Search service named service1. 

You need to ensure that app1 can connect directly to service1 without routing traffic over the public internet. 

Solution: You deploy service1 and a private endpoint to vnet1. 

Does this meet the goal? 

A. Yes 

B. No 

Correct Answer: A 
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A private endpoint is a network interface that uses a private IP address from your virtual network. This network interface
connects you privately and securely to a service powered by Azure Private Link. By enabling a private endpoint, you\\'re
bringing the service into your virtual network. 

The service could be an Azure service such as: Azure Storage Azure Cosmos DB Azure SQL Database Your own
service using a Private Link Service. 

Reference: 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/private-link/private-endpoint-overview 

 

QUESTION 13

HOTSPOT 

You are building a chatbot by using the Microsoft Bot Framework Composer. 

You have the dialog design shown in the following exhibit. 
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For each of the following statements, select Yes if the statement is true. Otherwise, select No. NOTE: Each correct
selection is worth one point. 

Hot Area: 
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Correct Answer: 

Box 1: No 

User.name is a property. 

Box 2: Yes Box 3: Yes The coalesce() function evaluates a list of expressions and returns the first non-null (or non-
empty for string) expression. 

Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/composer/concept-language-generation https://docs.microsoft.com/en-
us/azure/data-explorer/kusto/query/coalescefunction 

 

QUESTION 14

Note: This question is part of a series of questions that present the same scenario. Each question in the series contains
a unique solution that might meet the stated goals. Some question sets might have more than one correct solution,
while 

others might not have a correct solution. 

After you answer a question in this section, you will NOT be able to return to it. As a result, these questions will not
appear in the review screen. 

You build a language model by using a Language Understanding service. The language model is used to search for
information on a contact list by using an intent named FindContact. 

A conversational expert provides you with the following list of phrases to use for training. 

Find contacts in London. Who do I know in Seattle? 

Search for contacts in Ukraine. 

You need to implement the phrase list in Language Understanding. 

Solution: You create a new pattern in the FindContact intent. 

Does this meet the goal? 

A. Yes 

B. No 
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Correct Answer: B 

Instead use a new intent for location. 

Note: An intent represents a task or action the user wants to perform. It is a purpose or goal expressed in a user\\'s
utterance. 

Define a set of intents that corresponds to actions users want to take in your application. 

Reference: 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/cognitive-services/luis/luis-concept-intent 

 

QUESTION 15

What is the primary purpose of a data warehouse? 

A. to provide storage for transactional line-of-business (LOB) applications 

B. to provide transformation services between source and target data stores 

C. to provide read only storage of relational and non relational historical data 

D. to provide answers to complex queries that rely on data from multiple sources 

Correct Answer: C 
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